NOTE: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. MATERIAL: 4 LB DENSITY PCF CROSSLINKED POLYETHYLENE FOAM (COMMONLY CALLED ARTILON, EPIOLON OR YOUNGBORD), BLUE, 72" X 48" X 8".
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NOTE: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. MATERIAL: 4 LB DENSITY PCF CROSSLINKED POLYETHYLENE FOAM (COMMONLY CALLED ARTILON, EPILON OR YOUNGBOARD), BLUE, 72" X 48" X 2".

SECTION A-A

DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCES IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASME Y14.5M-1994.
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CRystal LOADING DEWAR LID

NOTE: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. MATERIAL: 4 LB DENSITY PCF CROSSLINKED POLYETHYLENE FOAM (COMMONLY CALLED ARTILON, EPILON OR YOUNGBOARD), BLUE, 72" X 48" X 2".